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This article is aiming to study the formation process of the concept 
of Chinese quantifier from the extraterritorial perspective. Since that 
the research from the western countries and Japan have a great impact on 
Chinese language study, this article takes Chinese grammar books and 
Chinese textbooks written by western and Japan scholars as the object of 
the study, and tries to describe the study of the definition, name, generic 
parts of speech, internal classification, syntactic positions of the 
Chinese quantifiers. This article also tries to outline the propagation 
path of the concept of Chinese quantifier between the western countries, 
Japan and China.  
The thesis contains six chapters. The first chapter analyze the 
current studies of quantifiers and find that the absence of lasted and 
extraterritorial study of the quantilfiers. It also defines the time and 
geography. The achievements of quantifiers study from western Chinese 
grammar books is analyzed in the second chapter, quantifiers are divided 
into three categories as numerals, classifiers and attendant noun. The 
focus of the third chapter is to describe studies in Japan about the 
Chinese quantifiers from Jianghu dynasty. In the fourth chapter exists 
the research of quantifiers in china, which started with the publish of 
the book named “Ma Shi Wen Tong”. And we compare studies of the three 
places from the aspects of the quantifiers’ name, definition, 
independence, internal classification and find their similarity and 
difference, whose aim is to outline the propagation path of the concept 
of Chinese quantifiers. 
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到 90 年末代近 20 年间对量词研究的统计，该期间在国家主要刊物上发表 240
篇，其中研究古汉语量词 31 篇、方言量词 13 篇、少数民族语量词 18 篇、汉语
及少数民族表量比较 4篇、汉语与外语表量比较 17篇、分布特征 20篇、个体量
词 10 篇、名量词及动量词 9 篇、具体量词 9 篇、量词语义表达 9 篇、量词修辞













































                    表 1：现阶段汉语量词研究现状          
地域         时间 时间点 时间段 历时 
域内 + + + 
域外 + + - 
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